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thority. Yet oven in this more favoured situation
\ve shall discover too many lamentable proofs of the
depravity of man. Nay, this depravity will now
become even more apparent and less excusable. For
what bars does it not now overleap! Over what
motives is it not now victorious i Consider well the
superior light and advantages which we enjoy, and
iheu appreciate the superior obligations which are
imposed on us. Consider in how many cases our
evil propensities are now kept from breaking forth,
by the superior restraints under which vice is laid
among us by positive laws, and by the amended
standard of public opinion; and we may be assisted
in conjecturing what force is to be assigned to these
motives, by the dreadful proofs which have been
lately exhibited in a neighbouring country, that when
thoir influence is withdrawn, the most atrocious
crimes can bo perpetrated shamelessly and in the
face of day. Consider then the superior excellence
of our moral code, the new principles of obedience
famished by the Uospel, and above all, the awful
sanction which the doctrines and precepts of Chris-
tianity derive from the clear discovery of a future
state of retribution, and from the annunciation of
that tremendous day, u when we shall stand before*
tiie judgment-seat of Christ." Yet, in spite of
all our knowledge, thus enforced and pressed home
by ko solemn a notice, how little has been our pro-
gress in virtue ! It hits been by no means such
as to prevent the adoption, in our days, of various
maxims of antiquity, which, when well considered,
too clearly establish the depravity of man. It may
not be amiss to adduce a few instances in proof of
this assertion. It is now no less acknowledged than
heretofore, that prosperity hardens the heart: that
unlimited power is ever abused, instead of being
rendered the instrument of Uillusing happiness; that

